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Achieve exciting effects with minimal effort and maximum "wow!"Pen and ink adds a whole new
dimension to the loose, lovely look of watercolor. In this book, popular artists and bestselling author
Claudia Nice shows you how to combine the best of both mediums, using pen and ink to turn up the
texture and resonance in your paintings.Using straightforward techniques like bruising, spatter,
stippling and pen blending, you'll discover an easy, expressive approach to painting. Learn how to
add age to a quaint cottage. Invite viewers down a country lane. Evoke and owl's mottled feathers,
the shine of fine china, the neon lights of the city, and more.Explores a multitude of favorite
subjects, including country scenes, cityscapes, wildlife, skies, water and still life.Features expert
advice on how and when to add pen-and-ink enhancements.Contains dozens of demonstrations
and annotated paintings for fast, fun learning. Filled with the charm and passion of an artist's
personal sketchbook, Discover Your World in Pen, Ink & Watercolor will inspire you to turn your
everyday surroundings into fresh, heartfelt art.
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I haven't applied any of the teaching in Claudia's book yet, but intend to after Christmas. However,
I've looked at every page, and can tell you it's clear and thorough, very well-written. Just reading it
brings me as much pleasure as I hope to get out of the learning experience. If you are a novice at
pen and ink, or hoping to try something new, I would highly recommend this! I have some of her
other publications, and this one is right up there in quality and usefulness.

One of Claudia Nice's best books yet. There are more tutorials and clear explanations with lots of

examples to see. This is a certainty to become a true must have for any pen and ink/watercolor
artist.

I love the work of Claudia Nice. She combines two of my favorite mediums. This book is great for
the beginning watercolor artist to expand into pen and ink, or someone with a love of pen and ink to
add watercolor to their work. This book is filled with tips and tricks that even the most seasoned
artist might not have tried. I highly recommend this book or any of her books. I have her whole
collection.

I love having a great resource at my fingertips, and this is one of them. I love the way things are
broken down into simpler steps, so that it is more understandable and therefore can be put to use
easier. I always learn things better by repetition, and this book lays out plenty of practice material to
make that possible. I very much enjoy it, and am happy to add it to my collection.

Another great book by Claudia Nice! Having taken several workshops with her as "teaching" artist, I
was determined to collect all of her published instruction books. I was very happy to find this book
offered at a very reasonable price. Claudia is an excellent instructor as well as artist and anyone
wishing to improve their pen and ink drawing, and watercolor skills will find her books valuable.

Claudia Nice is a very good artist. I only wish I could do a little like her, but will never get that good.
Still all her books are wonderful and her work is beautiful, She's very inspiring and helpful in her tips
and pointers. I never get tired of looking at her beautiful drawings and paintings,

Who couldn't appreciate this lovely how to book.Directions are easy and appreciate the
illustrativemethod of teaching me how to.

Book has lots of direction and ideas for beginner watercolorist on up to experienced. Love the
designer and teacher's input.
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